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Abstract

paths crossing each pixel and thus approximating the 2D
image. The energy consists of three parts: a data term
for photo-consistency, a small smoothness energy term for
slanted surfaces that change the disparity slightly (parameter ½ ), and a smoothness energy term for depth discontinuities (parameter ¾ ). Based on this algorithm, we introduce
a real-time stereo implementation that runs at framerates beyond 10Hz on a general purpose PC.
Both GPU and FPGA implementations of SGM exists.
However, GPUs that deliver real-time performance consume more than 100W power: FPGA solutions offer lowpower performance, however, they are not straightforward
to integrate in laptop-like systems. In addition, even small
algorithmic adaptions and extensions require a new timeconsuming bitstream generation. With framerates beyond
10Hz robotic applications and urban driver assistance functions can be implemented on the same platform using this
algorithm. Our system analysis indicates that SGM can also
run on embedded processors such as Cortex A9 quad core
with clock rates beyond 800MHz [1] or multi-core digital
signal processors (see e.g. [6]).
Our main applications are robotic and driver assistance
applications running on mobile multi-core processor technology. SGM has already proven its robustness and suitability for driver assistance applications [18]. On such a multicore platform the SGM parameters and evaluation ranges
may be changed on a frame-by-frame basis. The optimizations presented in this paper allow not only the real-time
computation of the stereo data, but also its analysis by highlevel applications such as object detection on the same platform. Fast algorithms performing free space computation or
object detection are available (see e.g. [5]) for that purpose.
This paper is organized in the following way: Related
work to our contribution is presented in Section 2. Section 3
explains our system design followed by a section on implementation details to obtain real-time performance. Results
of the implementation including timings and algorithmic re-

Among the top-performing stereo algorithms on the Middlebury Stereo Database, Semi-Global Matching (SGM) is
commonly regarded as the most efﬁcient algorithm. Consequently, real-time implementations of the algorithm for
graphics hardware (GPU) and reconﬁgurable hardware
(FPGA) exist. However, the computation time on general
purpose PCs is still more than a second.
In this paper, a real-time SGM implementation on a general purpose PC is introduced. Parallelization and image
subsampling is used while ensuring the full disparity resolution for small disparities.
This approach is especially beneﬁcial for robotic and
driver assistance systems. The system is able to compute
640x320 image pairs at more than 14Hz, leaving also computational resources for subsequent processing such as free
space computation or object detection. The algorithmic approach is portable to multi-core embedded processors.

1. Introduction
3D perception is a crucial task both for automotive and
robotics applications. Besides time-of-ﬂight systems such
as RADAR or LIDAR, stereo cameras are a very popular
and inexpensive choice to perform this task.
Stereo vision has been an active area of research for
decades. A few years ago, a benchmark to compare stereo
algorithms with respect to accuracy was established [15].
This benchmark database ranks the currently published
stereo algorithms. Among the top-performing algorithms
in this database, we found semi-global matching (SGM) [8]
to be the most efﬁcient. We will focus on this algorithm for
the remainder of this paper.
Roughly speaking, SGM performs an energy minimization in a dynamic-programming fashion on multiple 1D
1

sults can be found in the Section 5. Conclusions and future
work comprise the ﬁnal section.

dated with right-to-left consistency check (RL-check).
Summarizing, the algorithmic steps for the SGM computation are:

2. Related Work
Today, many real-time stereo vision systems are available. Most of the stereo engines operate with local
correlation-variants, e.g. the census-based stereo system by
the company Tyzx [19].
As for global stereo methods, only dynamic programming stereo that operates on one scanline only is available
[4]. Dynamic Programming on a single scan line has also
been implemented on an FPGA [14] .
For some of the top-performing stereo algorithms near
real-time implementations on the graphics card (GPU) exist. Semi-global matching runs at 13Hz for QVGA size images [3]. An earlier implementation on the GPU reported
slightly slower framerates at comparable image sizes [13].
Belief propagation was shown to be real-time capable on
the GPU for small images [20] and disparity ranges. The
power consumption of these GPUs is well above 100W.
Semi-global matching has been successfully ported on
an FPGA [7]. This implementation yields 25Hz on
680x400px image pairs processing 128 disparities. To keep
the memory bandwidth to an acceptable level, two SGM
engines operate on 340x200px image pairs with a range of
64 disparities per frame. The results were combined to a
680x400 disparity map.
Despite the enormous amount of work on real-time
stereo vision, there is still a need for a high-performance
implementation of a global stereo method on the CPU to
keep stereo and downstream algorithms on one platform.
We close this gap with our contribution.

3. Algorithm Design
3.1. Design Considerations
For mobile robotics and driver assistance, VGA size images are typically evaluated. With the desire to keep the
views of corresponding points sufﬁciently similar, a disparity range of 128 is a common value. For stereo camera
systems, the depth uncertainty rises quadratically with the
measured distance. However, most robotic and driver assistance systems have accuracy demands that remain mostly
constant over the operating range. This fact can be exploited
by using lower resolution imagery for nearby objects and
the full resolution for far-away objects.
The main parts of the SGM algorithm are the following:
After computing the similarity criterion, Census on a 5x5
window in our case, the path accumulation over 8 paths is
conducted. In this disparity cube, the minimum costs are
obtained, a sub-pixel interpolation is performed, the disparity map is median-ﬁltered and occluded regions are invali-

1. Census computation
2. Path accumulation
3. Minimum cost determination
4. Sub-pixel interpolation
5. Median ﬁltering
6. Right-to-left consistency check
Ideally, a full resolution SGM computation over the full
disparity range should be performed. However, the often
demanded framerates beyond 10Hz require image subsampling to reduce the computational load. The resulting loss
in range accuracy due to fewer disparity steps is minimized
by organizing the subsampling in the following way:
Figure 1 shows the depth uncertainty for our stereo camera system. The dotted line shows the quadratic increase in
uncertainty over the measured distance. For most driver assistance systems, it is desirable to keep a depth uncertainty
of less than 1m over the operating range (see e.g. [12]). This
offers options to subsample the image multiple times - the
resulting uncertainties are shown with the solid line. Up to
disparity 16 the full resolution has to be used. Between 16
and 32 disparity levels, half the resolution is sufﬁcient. For
the ultra-near range, quarter resolution is sufﬁcient. The underlying parameters for the camera system are a focal length
of 830px and a baseline of 30cm resulting in a stereo cam¾
era constant of ÔÜ  Ñ. With   , and     
we can limit the uncertainty to less than 1m despite the
smaller image resolution. In this graph we assume a conservative disparity uncertainty of 0.5px standard deviation
which is easily achieved, provided sub-pixel interpolation
is performed.
An example of the subsampled images and disparity
ranges we use is shown in Figure 2. The same principle
can be applied to stereo camera systems with other baselines and focal lengths. The disparity ranges might have to
be adapted.
Note that this approach is not equivalent to the classic
coarse-to-ﬁne approach where determined disparity values
are only reﬁned at larger image resolution [17]. We compute the small disparities from scratch only blanking out
the parts that are not within this disparity range. For the
remainder of the paper we refer to this algorithm variant as
Real-time SGM (RTSGM).
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Figure 1. Depth uncertainty vs. distance. At 7.8m and 15.6m
changes in resolution occur. Up to 22m distance, the depth uncertainty stays below 1m.

ties, which corresponds to 127 disparities at full resolution.
The second SGM runs on half resolution image pairs with
up to 15 disparities, corresponding to 31 disparities. The
full resolution SGM is computed for 16 disparities on the
full image. This subsampling step is mandatory to keep the
data bandwidth to a manageable level and has little effect
on depth accuracy.
For the outdoor scenario with uncontrollable lighting
conditions, the census metric has been found to be very effective [11]. We have to cope with different brightness in
the left and right image and with vignetting effects due to
inexpensive lenses. In contrast to these requirements, the
similarity criterion mutual information proposed in [8] is
sensitive to vignetting artifacts [10]. As a consequence, we
deviate from a pixel-wise matching cost using a small 5x5
census window to keep the effect of foreground fattening
small. For the subsampled images, we stick to the same
metric.

4. Implementation
4.1. Similarity Criterion

Figure 2. Example image and corresponding subsampled images
of half and quarter resolution.

3.2. Algorithm Analysis
SGM has to traverse many paths along the image for all
pixels and disparities. The paths all start at the image margin so running the algorithm in one scan is not possible.
The main limitation is the number of memory accesses for
the accumulated costs for every pixel, disparity, and path.
We run the algorithm on 8 paths, similar to [3] and [7].
The core of the SGM algorithm is the cost calculation
along the 8 paths. Here, parallelization is limited since it
is necessary to have the result of the previous pixel in the
path available. However, the costs for all disparities at the
current pixel only depend on results from the previous pixel
along the path. This part can be run in parallel.
We consider two 640x480px input greyscale images with
12 bits per greyvalue as input. Due to the lack of relevant data, the actual region of computation is limited to
640x320px, the rest of the image shows the sky or the own
vehicle in our setup. In automotive and robotics applications with these image sizes, a disparity range of 0 through
127 sufﬁces. Ideally, SGM would be computed everywhere
at full resolution. We decided to reduce the image size twice
by a factor of two in width and height. For the quarter resolution image pair, SGM is calculated with up to 31 dispari-

We use a 5x5 Census mask to determine correspondences. The cost computation step has to be performed
     times for every cycle and is hence time-critical.
Here   is the number of disparities, the image width
and  the image height. For the similarity criterion, an
OpenMP parallelization was implemented. Every core runs
on one line of the image independently. As a ﬁrst step, the
census-transformed images are computed using the same
line-wise parallelization with OpenMP. A 32bit integer image sufﬁces to store the result (  ). These images are
then used to compute the Hamming distance, the absolute
distance of the census-transformed image pixels, quickly
using a combination of XOR-operations and bit-shifting operations as explained in [21].

4.2. Image Subsampling
We run SGM on subsampled images to reduce memory
bandwidth and computational burden. The original image
region-of-interest of 640x320px is reduced to 320x160px
by simply averaging the 4 greyvalues from the original image and storing the result at the corresponding position in
the subsampled image. For the quarter resolution image, the
image subsampling step is repeated. This procedure could
lead to aliasing artifacts without proper low-pass ﬁltering
but for the disparity computation using Census we have not
observed such problems.

4.3. Thin Objects and Lateral Resolution
The chosen image subsampling strategy meets the requirement of limited distance uncertainty. However, with

image subsampling the lateral resolution of the disparity
image deteriorates since, for nearby objects, one disparity
result from the subsampled image either sets the value for
2 (half resolution) or 4 pixels in one row of the full resolution image. This clearly reduces the lateral resolution.
In addition, this can become critical if thin objects at close
distances appear in the scene. With our camera setup 1px
corresponds to 0.8cm width at 7.8m distance. At quarter
resolution, we need at least 4px to see an object in the subsampled image, better 8px to prevent smoothing over the
object. This yields a minimum object width of 6.4cm which
is fortunately the case for most objects encountered in trafﬁc scenes. Thinner objects could be detected when applying
the Magnitude-Extended Laplacian Pyramid [17]. A result
on a thin object is shown in Section 5.3.

4.4. Parallelization
For the path accumulation step , a parallelization is crucial to increase computational speed. In essence, path accumulation is performed by Equation 12 from [8],
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Figure 3. Processing the 8 path accumulations in two scans.

After traversing all 8 paths, the minimum cost of all disparity values has to be found for every pixel. To further
enhance the depth precision, an additional interpolation is
conducted which yields a ﬂoat disparity value. We use
the equiangular interpolation as suggested by [16] since it
yields better sub-pixel precision for cost metrics based on
absolute differences such as the Hamming distance compared to the standard parabola ﬁt. After the interpolation, a
3x3 median ﬁlter is performed similar to [8] before the data
is veriﬁed in the right-left check.

(1)

This operation is performed       times for every
cycle. We use SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) instructions, namely SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instructions to
compute 16 disparities in one step. With the chosen similarity criterion, a 5x5 Census, it is sufﬁcient to store only one
byte for the cost values and one byte for the accumulated
cost value. Hence, 16 values ﬁt in one 128-bit register. This
yields a speed-up factor of about six compared to the plain
C variant. One thing to consider is the use of a saturating
packed add (PADDSB) command to prevent overﬂows from
having an effect when accumulating the path. The penalties
½ and ¾ have to roughly be below   ½    ¾  
to ensure unsaturated accumulated costs at least for the values around the accumulated cost minimum. The optimum
penalties for our Census similarity criterion stay below that
limit.
Another parallelization we implemented is computing
the independent rays on one path direction simultaneously
via OpenMP parallelization. This way, a four-fold speed
increase of that part is achieved. One additional option to
reduce load-store operations by a factor of 4 is to compute 4
paths in one scan similar to [7]. Then, above parallelization
is limited to 2 cores, leaving more resources to stereo postprocessing. To minimize load-store operations, the SGM
core would calculate four SGM directions simultaneously:
one horizontal to the left and three vertical down, including
two diagonal down paths (see Figure 3).
We decided to compute the 8 paths independently leaving us with more ﬂexibility to turn single paths on or off.

4.5. Disparity Map Combination
When propagating a disparity map from a subsampled
image into the higher resolution, one has to avoid false
matches caused by the limited disparity range. This is done
in the following way: We set the matching cost for the maximum disparity of the higher resolution cost cube to 0 whenever this disparity value or a larger disparity has been established in the subsampled image (“cost prior” in Figure 4).
This gives a strong prior in the higher resolution SGM result towards the subsampled SGM result for large disparities. The combination of both results (“ﬁll near disparities”
in Figure 4) is straightforward, computing the ﬁnal disparity
  via

 





    







      

 

 is the disparity of the higher resolution image, 
the disparity value of the subsampled image. The higherresolution disparity image is used, only if the disparity value
is at least 2 disparity steps less than the maximum disparity value. The costs for the maximum disparity has been
changed to 0 for near pixels to favor a reconstruction with a
large disparity value. To be sure to model the correct penalties for disparity jumps we do not use the disparity value
   
. Here, it is not known whether the real
disparity is to be penalized with ½ or ¾ .
To ﬁnd invalid matches, e.g. in occluded regions, we use
a fast Right-to-left consistency check traversing the accumulated costs at a 45Æ angle, looking again for the minimum
cost and invalidating the disparity if the minima differ [8].

(2)

The full workﬂow to compute RTSGM is shown in Figure 4. The block “SGM” comprises all steps listed in Section 3.1 ranging from to Census Computation to Right-toleft consistency check.

Method
MI SGM
Census SGM
RTSGM

Tsukuba
3.96
3.38
3.38

Venus
1.57
2.00
3.29

Teddy
12.20
12.81
16.54

Cones
9.75
8.79
13.04

Table 1. Error percentages for stereo ground truth data sets. The
census similarity criterion performs similar to mutual information.
RTSGM has a weaker performance. Error threshold is 1px disparity deviation and all pixels are evaluated.

disparities deviating more than 1px from ground truth are
counted as errors. The error percentage is stated for all pixels. For Census SGM and RTSGM, the disparity interpolation algorithm from [9] was used and the remaining invalid pixels at the image edge are ﬁlled by propagating the
 and
last valid disparity to the image edge. We use ½
¾  as smoothness penalties. The results of mutual
information SGM [8] are comparable to the Census SGM
results, Census SGM even being slightly better when using the bad pixel average as comparison measure (overall
6.74% vs. 6.86% error). This is somewhat surprising as
the Census similarity criterion has been selected to cope
with difﬁcult imaging conditions which are not present in
the Middlebury database. RTSGM yields the same result
for Tsukuba, since the maximum disparity is 15. For all
other image pairs, RTSGM obtains more wrong disparities
due to the blocky results for large disparities resulting from
the computation on subsampled images. The difference between Census SGM and RTSGM is signiﬁcantly smaller
when allowing 2px disparity deviation.

5.2. Computational Speed

Figure 4. Algorithm ﬂow chart for RTSGM.

5. Results
5.1. Algorithmic Performance
We computed results on the Middlebury test data with
our Census similarity criterion using a 5x5px mask. We
compare running SGM at full resolution using Census
(Census SGM) to our algorithm variant proposed above
(RTSGM) and to the mutual information literature SGM
variant from [8]. The results are presented in Table 1. All

Our timings have been measured on an Intel Core i7975ex (four cores) with 3.3GHz clock rate. We compare
our timings to the results of a GPU implementation [3] and
an FPGA implementation [7]. Also their disparity ranges
and image sizes have been timed using our CPU SGM variant. The utilized image sizes and disparity ranges are listed
in Table 2. Our CPU implementation outperforms the GPU
variant in terms of speed. Note that the utilized GPU in
[3], a NVidia Geforce 8800 Ultra, offers less performance
than current GPU models. Comparing to the FPGA implementation, our system runs at slightly less than half the
speed. For RTSGM, we obtain a cycle time of 69ms, corresponding to 14.5Hz when no further stereo postprocessing
is performed. The necessary pre-processing step rectiﬁcation takes less than 3ms when using SSE optimization. We
also compared the number of crunched disparities (image
size times number of disparities) per second. Our implementation performs up to 117 million disparity computations per second, only topped by the FPGA implementation. This number is achieved running the full resolution
Census SGM. Despite the great disparity crunching perfor-

Method
Unit
GPU
CPU
FPGA
CPU
CPU

CPU
Census

image size
[px]
320x240
320x240
2 340x200
2 340x200
160x80
320x160
640x320
268800
640*320

#disp
[px]
64
64
264
264
32
16
16
128
128

cycle
[ms]
76
51
40
94
8
16
45
69
224

disp/s
[  
64
96
218
92
50
50
73
65
117

Table 2. Timings of our CPU SGM algorithm compared to a GPU
and an FPGA implementation. Despite the limited parallelism on
the CPU the results are comparable. The column “disp/s” states
the number of crunched disparities per second. The last row shows
the timings for full resolution Census SGM as reference.

Algorithmic step
Computation time
Census computation
Path accumulation
Sub-pixel interpol.
RL-check




Res.
[ms]
2
2
1
2




Res.
[ms]
5
7
1
2




Res.
[ms]
12
22
3
7

Figure 5. car scene and disparity map result using mutual information as similarity criterion [8].

All
[ms]
19
31
5
11

Table 3. Detailed timings of the implemented RTSGM algorithm.
Most of the time is used for cost computation and path accumulation.

Figure 6. Disparity map of above scene for RTSGM (left), Census
SGM with full resolution (right). The foreground car appears more
blocky on the left.

mance, the resulting cycle time of 224ms is not sufﬁcient
for robotics or driver assistance tasks.
Table 3 lists detailed timings for the different processing
steps. The parallelized blocks take most of the computation
time with the fast RL-check taking up most of the unparallelized time. The remaining parts median ﬁltering, image
subsampling, and cost value injection from subsampled images take about 3ms in total. The timing for cost accumulation also includes ﬁnding the minimum disparity. Most
of the time is used for the full resolution SGM computation
with the number of crunched disparities per second being
roughly constant for all resolution stages.

slight blocking effects occur for the closest car in the middle of the scene (red box in Figure 5). Figure 7 depicts the
3D view of the RTSGM disparity map. One can see the
change in resolution at about 7.5m and 15m distance. The
clipped cars on the left and right side have already comparable 3D views to Census SGM running at full resolution
(Figure 6 left and Figure 6 right, cyan box in Figure 5).
The bright station wagon at the left at 25m distance (blue
box in Figure 5) has almost exactly the same triangulated
points as for the full resolution Census SGM variant. This
is due to the fact that up to a disparity value of 16px, the
full resolution SGM is computed in case of RTSGM. The
trafﬁc sign post at about 16m is located at the border going
from half resolution to full resolution SGM. The transition
from half resolution SGM to quarter resolution SGM can be
viewed at the car in the center of the scene. The rear is at
7m distance computed at quarter resolution, from the rear
door onwards, the points on the car are computed with half
resolution SGM.
Our second trafﬁc scene, a rural scene (Figure 8 top left)
with a small street sign on the right and reﬂection posts
shows the effect of image subsampling on thin structures.
Figure 8 bottom left and the right ﬁgure show the disparity map and 3D result using SGM with mutual information.
Again, the disparity map on the street is quite sparse. In ad-

5.3. Real-World Results
We show a few results for RTSGM using driver assistance imagery. The ﬁrst scene, an urban scene, shown in
Figure 5, contains multiple vehicles at various distances and
a trafﬁc sign post at 16m distance. For reference, SGM using mutual information as similarity criterion is shown. The
vehicles and the trafﬁc sign post are correctly measured.
However, only few measurements on the street are obtained
although we used 10 bit greyvalues as input for matching.
Figure 6 left shows the disparity map using RTSGM.
Here we used    and    to cope with the lowtexture of the scene. A dense disparity map is obtained,

Figure 7. 3D view of above scene for RTSGM (left), Census SGM
with full resolution (right). The foreground car appears more
blocky but no signiﬁcant depth errors occur.

dition, the pole on the bottom right appears fattened and the
distance determination noisy. This is due to the vignetting
of the lens which is most prominent at the image edges.
Also, some false correspondences in the sky occur at the
left edge of the disparity image. This shows once more that
mutual information is sensitive to vignetting artifacts [11].
In Figure 9 on the left side, the disparity map for RTSGM is
shown. The street sign is clearly visible but appears blocky
and the silhouette of the sign turns out enlarged (foreground
fattening). Census SGM reconstructs the street sign very
well. This can be seen better in the 3d view in Figure 10.
Note that the disparity map is less dense for Census SGM.
For RTSGM, the low-textured parts can be better measured
due to considering a larger neighborhood in the matching
step. The 5x5 Census mask operating on half and quarter
resolution corresponds to 10x10 and 20x20 masks, respectively. On the street the transitions from quarter resolution
computation to half resolution at about 7.5m and the transition from half resolution to full resolution are visible in
the 3D views. For the ultra-near range, 16 pixels of the
original image are mapped to one disparity value. this corresponds to an angular resolution of about 0.25Æ, which is
sufﬁcient for most robotics and driver assistance tasks in the
near range.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced a real-time global stereo engine on a
general purpose computer. The results using SGM are very
encouraging. With this implementation, it is possible for
the ﬁrst time to compute high-quality disparity maps in realtime without specialized hardware . The key design choices
to obtain real-time performance are image subsampling and
result reuse for full resolution computation as well as parallelization of the most time-consuming blocks. We expect
this stereo engine to be a very good basis for many future
camera-based driver assistance and robotic systems.

Figure 8. pole scene and disparity map result using mutual information as similarity criterion [8].

Figure 9. Disparity map of above scene for RTSGM (left), Census
SGM with full resolution (right). The pole appears more blocky
on the left and exhibits a slight halo effect.

Figure 10. Disparity map of above scene for RTSGM (left), Census
SGM with full resolution (right). The pole appears more blocky
on the left and exhibits a slight halo effect, but is visible on the full
pole length.

For future work, we consider porting RTSGM to highend embedded processors with up to 4 cores at beyond
1GHz clock rates which offer sufﬁcient computing power
[1]. This way, an embedded system with SGM real-time
performance and very little power consumption seems feasible. The potential of using OpenMP on such a platform
has been shown by [2].
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